
Excruciating Vol V:  Stand & Stomp 

Muscular studs suffer at the hands (feet and 
boots) of genuine sadists.  These built studs 
are tied on their backs, full spread-eagle, 
with their legs spread wide. Several of them 
are even forced to cum before the stomping 
begins! They strain against the bondage and 
scream in agony as their balls are punched, 
kicked and clubbed. The stomping doesnʼt stop 
till every one of the sadists shoots his load all 
over his frantic victim.   Five scenes, six men, 
over an hour of ball stomping and kicking.                                                                                            
                                                                          
                                                                   #32

Excruciating Vol III

Muscle & more muscle makes this video a best 
seller among our hardest-core features. Michael 
Allen is in peak shape and his screams of pain 
are bone chilling. He is tied down on his hands 
and knees; his nuts are stretched out behind 
him in wooden bondage stocks. He is gagged 
with a horse bridal bit in his mouth while Roger 
mounts him. Michael bucks & rears frantically 
as Roger takes him for an intensely violent nut-
bashing ride. Suspension bondage, dick, testicle 
and nipple torture, bashing, kicking, electro-the 
works. Five scenes, seven men, multiple loads, 
severe pain.                                                #39

A Taste of Torture
Triple-length sampler video! Two to three minute 
clips of the hottest moments from  ShotgunVideo 
titles! Featuring extreme bondage, killer muscle 
men, B&D, heavy CBT, monster dicks and 70+ 
explosive loads! Find out what real S&M is all 
about in continuos hard-core action!  Here are 
some reviews:  

“ShotGunVideo: a company that gives you more 
bang for your fuck...and guarantees youʼll be go-
ing home with your nuts in a sling
                                                -Unzipped
                                                                        #1

Assaulted Nuts 
Michael Allen is slowly stripped to reveal beau-
tiful musculature and definition, and then tied 
securely. He is subjected to genital torture that 
is gradually turned up way past what a newbie 
should be able to take. His hard dick betrays 
his major-turn on, until, while his body writhes 
wildly, it squirts copiously, as only pain can 
make it do. This video goes from sensual to very 
intense, and ends with a powerful, wrenching 
load slugged out of Dave North.. Nobody can 
fake screams like these-real agony means real 
noise. No story, no frills, just bondage, balls, and 
torture                                                            #9

Beginner s̓ Luck 
Some of the best times weʼve had at the Shotgun 
dungeons have been with beginners! These are 
beautiful young men, panting, sweating and 
struggling to take all the pain they can stand with 
convulsive orgasms and shooting loads. Audi-
tions around here are brutal but, as you will see, 
they uncover some astonishing new shooting 
stars! As a special bonus, weʼve included the au-
dition footage of competitive bodybuilder Nick 
di Tomaso.  If you like to see cocky young first 
time studs brought to their knees in wild ectasies 
of pain, this video is for you.
                                                                    #40

Excruciating Vol. IV
Nine muscular men, nine pain-driven loads, and 
the kind of no-exit, no mercy torture thatdefines 
the Excruciating Series. In five brutal scenes the 
victims are subjected to extremes of genital slug-
ging, ball kicking, nut piercing, groin shocking, 
chemical heat painting and one guy even has 
his pubic hair ripped out by pliers!  A full one 
hour and 24 minutes of new victims, some new 
sadists, and from-the-gut yells of agony!    

                                                                   #46



Torture by the Numbers 

Roger and big, built Dave North play a pain-
ful “game of chance”.  Daveʼs nuts are slugged 
hundreds of times with Rogerʼs fist and hit 
with a variety of clubs.  Although Dave comes 
spontaneously while his nuts are attacked, the 
hitting continues. Dave tries to tough it out, but 
heʼs screaming full force before Roger finally 
gets off.  For those of you who can never seem 
to find a real bodybuilder in serious pain, stop 
complaining, this is it!

                                                                 #2

Caught in Mid-Air!
Intense leather and suspension bondage in the 
Shotgun dungeons with Michael Allen, Jeff 
Hilo, Lars Olafson, JT Phillips and sexy Steve 
Parker. The muscular victims are strung up in a 
custom  leather suspension harness and tortured 
by Roger and Jeff way beyond orgasm! Michael 
Allen gets repeated blows with boxing gloves to 
his tender nuts! Heavy, creative bondage, mus-
cular men, multiple loads--real edge-play by real 
S&M players. Heavy pain was asked for and 
heavy pain is what they got--these are men into 
real torture.
                                                                 #43

Center of Attention
In this video about total bondage, Michael Allen 
is strapped to a custom bondage  platform and 
worked over by Nick Sloan. Jake Hunter, and 
Dave North. Then Jeff Hilo and Rob Louis join 
them for a field trip featuring a combined splash 
off! Although less violent than other Shotgun 
features, the loads are huge, with the focus is on 
studs, leather, bondage, muscles, sensuality, and 
ballistic jets of sperm!

                                                                 #21

Consenting Adults
Tall, masculine bodybuilder Jim Roberts has an 
amazing pain tolerance! He and three other brave, 
built men give us some of the heaviest and hottest 
testicle torture scenes ever recorded! Jim is tied 
spread-eagle, face down and his nuts are brutally 
whacked ʻtill Roger shoots spontaneously past the 
screams. The next victim endures 56 lbs(!!!) on 
his nuts and still shoots. These and other scenes 
are the hardest core CBT. Eleven violent orgasms 
are reprised in a painful finale.

                                                                   #23

VacuumPumperStuds
Vacuum pumping can be either pleasure or 
torture, and we show it all! This video fea-
tures sensual pumping to intense loads from 
painfully engorged dicks, huge sore balls, big 
nipples sucked  inches off the chest, and a pat-
ented Shotgun style ball-bashing finale! Giant 
dick pumping cylinders, nipple cylinders, plus 
single-double and triple-pumping gear is used. 
And with the professional Gomco™ super 
powerful pump engine, you have all you need 
for serious play!

                                                                    #45

Tortured Loads 
Muscular and hung Michael Evans stars with 
Andrew Montano in an intricate and diaboli-
cal double bondage pain contest. Roger tor-
tures both menʼs nuts with a combination of 
crushing, hitting, and a full 38 lbs of weights! 
Both men are tied to beams in the ceiling as 
chains are hung on their aching balls. Andrew 
was able to shoot off, but the torture contin-
ued with Roger going for his own load. In the 
next scene, Michael is punished solo, cuming 
past even more intense genital torture.

                                            #15



 Ruptured 
Tri-athlete Jeff Hilo (what great abs!) surrenders 
a big electrified load in a hard and fast torture 
session to start the video, and holds on while the 
pain is maintained till Roger shoots his own load. 
Then, bodybuilder Dave North endures an incred-
ible 8-hour torture session, in which several loads 
are beaten, squeezed, shocked and punched out 
of his profoundly tender testicles. Of course, we 
chose only the  hottest scenes from those 8 hours, 
rough, relentless, and hot!

                                                                            #10

High Pain Tolerance
The tall muscular stud grunts, flexes, then says, 
“Harder! Faster!” In the first scene his legs tied 
wide apart, and his he holds his balls out with 
his hands to be pounded by a rubber mallet. The 
huge load that is smashed out of him squirts 
clear past his head! There are 5 intense scenes in 
this video, with 5 muscular men who are proud 
of their toughness. Bondage, (including a sus-
pended bondage board) blindfolds and diaboli-
cal tortures-the cameras catch it all. Muscles, 
weights, clubs, fists, plus a hot slave fucking in 
this video will leave your remote sticky.  
                                                                           #29

High Voltage
Lots of muscles, bondage,  electricity, and raw courage 
make for 7 hot scenes. These include several astonish-
ing encounters of the genitals with the infamous cattle-
prod, and a pain contest between a huge bodybuilder 
and Roger.   You l̓l have to watch this video to see who 
shoots first! The men on this are considerably more mus-
cular and in shape than you usually see in any bondage 
video, and the S&M is entirely real. If you like big built 
men, heavily bound, gagged and worked over till they 
shoot monster loads, then this video is for you!

                                                              #31

It Only Hurts When I Laugh
Tickle torture fans, we got some live ones - two 
good looking ticklish bondage bottoms. This is 
sadistic, relentless, evil, tickle torture! Most tick-
ling films donʼt go far enough, but you know how 
Shotgun does it! We securely tied down these 
two handsome, built, incredibly ticklish men, and 
gave them more “ribbing” than they bargained 
for.  No mercy!  If the genital torture of other 
Shotgun tapes is too much for you, and you want 
some intense tickle action, this is it.

                                                                           #18

Shock Therapy
Dave North and Pete Magnan are repeatedly 
shocked and slugged hard to the balls, to rack-
ing orgasms over a four day period.

“All action, non-stop, relentlessly applied pain, 
moving rapidly from one arousal and orgasm 
to another...The bottoms provide big loads and 
Roger spurts in response to the pleasure heʼs 
getting from applying pain to his victims.”
                                      -Ball Club Quarterly

                                                                #7

Spurtfest
One of our wettest, cum-drenched features!
This video was made for guys who like to see 
a lot of different muscular guys get their rocks 
off while getting their rocks racked.  Weights, 
the testicle vice, and fists are used to get some 
violent orgasms shooting some big loads.  This 
feature also has a “spurtfest”-an ejaculation 
montage of a variety of men cuming through 
sensual genital torture.

                                                          #16



A Leather Dream
Real life leather couple Buck Laguna and Dirk 
Cherokee show several sessions of HOT flogging, 
foreskin worship, bondage, riming, fucking, edge 
play, kissing, boot worship, muscle chest nipple 
torture using needle play,  multiple loads  and even 
a splash of water sports! A custom bondage board 
and a bucket and weigh arrangement pull Buck s̓ 
nipples high up off his muscular chest as he arches 
his back in pain. 

                                             #34

102 Gun Salute
 This video has over one hundred loads. Stud 
after stud is already stroked up and on the 
verge of a monster load at the beginning of 
each clip.  These men are tied for torment, 
already in torture, just starting to shoot a huge 
load of cum! Fast-paced, creative bondage 
positions, and several of the ʻno hands  ̓loads 
Shotgun is famous for..like a visit to a S&M 
“Old Faithful” but with a ramped up agenda!

                                                              #28

103 Gun Salute
 A veritable feast of hot muscular men tied up-
right, tied down spread-eagle, sometimes mum-
mified, gagged and even hooded. This bondage is 
intense!  The victims  ̓muscles are straining, their 
pecs are pulled, squeezed and clamped and their 
tender nuts are whacked, zapped and crushed. 
Load after tortured load, over 100 dicks shoot 
white geysers across the screen! These scenes are 
powerful, sexual S&M, and more intense than the 
first two tapes in this series. 

                                                          #36

Lighting Rod
Hang on men, this one s̓ gonna electrify you! Built, 
handsome, masculine Steve Parker makes his 
Shotgun debut. A metal sound about the size of a 
railroad spike is inserted in his urethra as deep as 
it will go. Amazingly, when the sound is electri-
fied, Steve s̓ dick gets even harder! Most mortals 
can only fantasize about this kind of turbocharged 
S&M. It s̓ another Shotgun first in intense muscle 
erotica. This one man sperm factory actually shoots 
the electrified sound out of his dick in a blast of 
cum that flies all over the dungeon! Real S&M!  
                                                                        
                                                                   #42

Lighting Strikes Again
Eric Michaels stars with Keith and Roger in a 
series of hard shooting electro-genital torture ses-
sions. A custom bondage table and suspension gear, 
show Eric at his most muscular. That railroad-size 
spike is back and down  his dick again!. Although 
this is intense electricity from  custom Shotgun 
machines, Eric shot load after load with electrodes 
deep down his dick, up his butt, against his pros-
tate, around both balls, and even on his beefy pecs. 
This is documentary of real S&M, and not a mild 
training video.
                                                                
                                                                   #48

Pleasure Torture 1
Roger uses candles, intensely secure bondage, 
and a vice, a club, and electro-torture to make 
Keith Reed sweat, groan, moan, yell, and 
finally “...shoots the most impressive and ex-
pressive load this side of Zak Spears...Hey this 
ainʼt no art film...But it certainly is genius.”  
-Adam Gay Video Guide

                                                             
                                                                #3



Winner Take All
Bodybuilder Jake Hunter and tri-athlete Jeff 
Hilo challenge each other to a hard-fought wres-
tling and ball-bashing pain contest. The loser 
had to be the victim for an extended testicle 
torture session. Filled with low blows, bondage, 
mutual nut slugging, even a mechanical hitting 
device, this is excruciating mutual ball abuse! 
Both men are muscular, sadistic, and tough!

                                                                      #25

Beginnerʼs Luck Vol 2
Carlos had never gotten into a CBT scene before 
he called Shotgun to ask, “Iʼve been working my 
nuts for about a year now...do you want to work 
over a beginner?” Three newbies to bondage and 
CBT put their nuts on the line! Joe Stack had nev-
er tried electricity, and Ted had never been tied 
down before, much less get his nuts crushed in a 
vise. All three men are captured turning on to real 
pain for the first time. The loads are huge! Car-
los shot a no-hands load getting his nuts pounded, 
and hangs on as Roger hits him harder to pro-
duce the only dual no-hands load ever on video!                                                                                              
                                                              #47

Bodybuilder Bondage & Domination

Nick di Tomaso is a mountain of muscle, the 
most massive bodybuilder ever tortured in 
a real S&M video. Roger hangs a series of 
weights on his nuts and uses his pride against 
him. ”So, how long can you remain standing 
tough guy? Nick finally goes down in pain, 
sweating, and panting... not begging...yet. 
Roger takes firmer control as he ties Nickʼs 
hands behind him, gags him, ties his balls to 
the ceiling, and hauls out the nut club And 
now, the real torture starts!
                                                                    
                                                              #38

Excruciating Vol I
Five extreme scenes that stayed in the Shotgun 
vaults till fan request for “More! More!” made 
us bring them out. Very heavy pain between 
consenting adults.  Jake Hunter, Jim Roberts, 
Dave North, Jeff Hilo, Michael Evans and Roger 
are experienced players. This is brutal genital 
torture-edge-play for the brave. Ball bashing, 
testicle piercing, electro-torture (including a 
cattle prod), plus creative, no-exit bondage. 
These studs cum huge pain-driven loads during 
the heaviest torture. No damage No drugs No 
acting--just rock-hard dicks and ballistic loads! 
                                                                      #27

Excruciating Vol II
Here are nine built men having nine pain-driven 
loads with no mercy, and no-exit tortures. Slug-
ging, kicking, piercing, shocks, chemical heat, 
and even a non-stop three minutes of continuous 
cattle prod zapping inflict agony on vulnerable 
genitals!  New bondage equipment, new sadists 
and consenting but brutal cock and ball torture.  A 
full 84 minutes of ultra-hot action in five creative 
scenes! No animals, not even these studs, were 
harmed in the making of this feature.

                                                          
                                                                #30

Bound and Beaten
The “beaten” in the title refers to the studs hav-
ing their pain limits beaten to shreds! Tall, dark 
and handsome Andrew Montano endures an in-
tensely painful weighted pulley and nut crush-
ing scene, finally exploding with a huge gushing 
load.  Roger then continues to slug Andrew s̓ nuts 
to reach his own “no-hands” load.  C-clamps, 
and electricity are applied to the victims testicles 
with  no mercy!

                                                            #12



The Den
Jim Roberts, Jake Hunter, Jeff Hilo, and Roger 
go to the infamous “Den”, an extremely well-
equipped private dungeon in Petaluma. First, a 
heavy nut slugging contest, then a mechanical 
hitting device, followed by a powerful pounding 
fuck, and look out.  Incoming! Huge spurts of 
jizz! To top it off,  everyone gangs up on Jeff for 
a forced electro-testicle torture load that seems to 
go on and on. Everybody shoots off again over 
Jeff s̓  killer demonstration of  pain endurance and 
toughness.  This much  pain scares most guys-
even those who crave it-and we show it all zap by 
zap, jolt by jolt, squirt by squirt.                     #26

Geyser Parade
These muscular guys, when tortured, cum 
in huge gut wrenching white geysers.  In this 
video, stud after stud is straightjacketed, tied 
spread-eagle on the four poster bed, and hit, 
squeezed and shocked in the groin till they 
canʼt help but shoot. Real agony results in real 
screams and real cum gushing! Roger doesnʼt 
care if their pain gets these studs off and they 
want it to end...he inflicts even more pain on 
them to get himself off.

                                                            #5 

Hard Vacuum & Close Shaves
Built, handsome and tough Andrew Montano 
and Michael Evans are shaved and subjected to 
a dangerously powerful suction device, pain-
fully engorging their genitals. They are forced 
to take C-clamps screwed deeply into their al-
ready swollen nuts. Heavy electro shocks are 
inflicted as the studs are tortured to explosive 
orgasms and beyond.
 “The screams are real. The pain endured isnʼt 
for the faint of heart. Shotgunʼs torture gismos 
would make South American dictators envious. 
ShotGun has lured some sexy hunks into their 
torture chamber.”-Honcho                         #17 

Tied & Tortured
Michael Allen learns the hard way, the pain con-
tinues after he shoots a racking load-the electro-
torture doesnʼt stop till Roger gets off too. Sexy 
and tough Pete McNab knows the drill, and takes 
it like a man! First an intense pain-driven orgasm 
and then the real agony begins. Roger plays rough! 
The men in this ball busting orgy face the testicle 
vise, Relaxacizor, pulling, slugging, all the ways 
there are to force a man to shoot, whether he likes 
it or not. These are built, consenting studs endur-
ing real torture.   

                                                                 #11

Switch Hitter
Who says a killer Top canʼt go both ways? Hard-
core Top Brian Becke ties and dominates  young 
and muscular Erik Mikaels Both men spend six 
days a week in the gym and you can see their 
hard work in every rippling muscle! Both studs 
are also true S&M players. Erik endures several 
torture sessions at the hands of sadistic Brian, 
featuring heavy bondage, hot wax, and ass, back, 
and chest flogging. Then Brian  goes from Top 
to bottom, showing amazing toughness as Roger 
secures him, delivering a brutal ass whipping. 
There is nothing like a switch being hit!
                                                                       #41

 Suspension Tension
Two different dungeons and three custom suspen-
sion harnesses are used to bind Michael Evans 
and several other aroused victims. Once strung-
up, their nuts are tortured, ʻtill sheer pain and in-
tensity force racking orgasms. Starring Michael 
Evans, Keith Reed, Thom Paris, Dave North, An-
dre Montano, and Roger.  Action packed!

 
                                                                        #14



Pleasure Torture 2
Michael Allen, a smooth hunk, and Thom Paris, a 
blond bodybuilder with a lusciously hairy chest, 
star in a sensual bondage video with lots of in-
teresting equipment, beautiful men, and mouth 
watering technique.  

    “A must for all  for ALL serious collectors of S&M” 
-    
Adam Gay Video Guide

                                                                                
                                                                         #19

Pleasure Torture 3
Starting and ending with five man bondage and 
ball play scenes, plenty of rope and weights, this 
is a group sex feature  that delivers true orgy qual-
ity.  In-between,  newbie Adam Falls is blindfold-
ed, buckled in a straight-jacket, and strapped to a 
plank. His cock and balls are wired,  and electri-
fied until he erupts with a monster load! This ball 
aching newcumer, three “no-hands”  loads and 
the orgy scenes will have you dripping.

                                                                 #45

Power & Passion
We combined two hot muscular hunks, both tops 
and, oh yeah, both well hung, and what we got was 
serious competition, passion, intensity, imagina-
tion, and tenderness. In other words. spontaneous 
combustion! This is an exciting portrayal of two 
beautiful men who are delighted to get to know 
each other-and it shows! Pain, strength, courage 
and strong male lovemaking-this sensual S&M 
video has it all

                                                                  #22

Kick  ̓Em When Theyʼre Down
Dieter Roll has two loads tortured out of him 
before Roger turns up the electricity and gets 
off. Tri-athlete Jeff Hilo and built Pete Magnan 
then get the same treatment. This was the fea-
ture  where Roger began to show the incredible 
toughness of men who could take heavy genital 
torture even after they shoot their loads!

                                               #6

Kick Ball II
The nut kicking continues! , Keith Red, Thom 
Paris, Michael Evans, Dave North, Andrew 
Montano, and Roger take turns slugging, bash-
ing, and full force kicking and stomping Pete 
Tanakis  ̓balls. These guys try to see turn who 
could nail Pete the hardest!  Although Peteʼs 
balls are naturally huge, they are beaten so long 
and hard they swell to triple size. Thatʼs not 
from a saline infusion, thatʼs what aching, well-
stomped nuts look like!

                                                               #13

Kick Ball 1
You wonʼt believe it! Bodybuilder Pete Tanakis 
stands unrestrained & says, “Kickʼem again! 
Harder! Harder!” Later, Roger said,” I couldnʼt 
kick any harder than that! Damm!” In both Kick-
ball I and Kickball II Pete shows us the toughest 
nuts we have ever seen, (and some of the biggest, 
too). Sure they swelled up to the size of lemons 
from all the kicking abuse, but Pete comes back 
for Kickball II! 
“Very hot men suffering consensual ball brutality 
that simply must be seen to be believed! If youʼre 
into heavy ball work nobody does it better or 
harder!” -DADDY Zeus,  Zeus Studios.        #8 



Low Blows & Big Loads
Michael Allen is tied to the wall and says,”HURT 
ME” as Roger swings a heavy pendulum straight 
toward his groin. Michael shoots at a peak of 
agony and both Roger and Jeff Hilo crush his 
swollen nuts even harder. Then buff Sheridan 
is lashed to a suspension bondage table and his 
chest and balls are bashed until he cums. Next 
Rick White is tortured to orgasm,  Joe Stack is 
up next in a mutual electrical scene with Rog-
er producing 3 painful loads. Michael Evans 
and Jim Roberts  keep it cuming in 3 separate 
scenes. Brutal ball-bashing and ballistic loads!
                                                                    #37

Musclebutt: Raising Cane
Nick di Tomaso, a competitive bodybuilder, 
and muscular Jim Roberts are caned together 
and separately and  by Roger with brutal ass-
whuppin  ̓ gusto. Torture and pain are the ob-
ject, and pain is what they get as canes floggers, 
even heavy custom paddles, strike the tied and 
yelling menʼs asses. Raw courage, bound and 
gagged bodybuilders, black and blue muscle 
butts, ball bashing, and flying cum in a body-
wrenching demonstration heavy pain.

                                                           #35

Muscle Dad and His Boys Vol 1
“Muscle Dad has particularly erotic scenes...
Probably the biggest turn-on for me was the 
scene in which Rocky puts a bit in Ericʼs  mouth 
and fucks him cowboy-pony-style...This video, 
featuring slews of bondage scenarios between 
a sexy stud-puppy-boy-slave/slave/show pony 
and a humpy, hairy daddy/Master/Top is far 
more erotic than any studio porn flick Iʼve seen 
all year.”-  International Leatherman
Not as rough as some of our tapes, but absolute-
ly one of the most sensual bondage and leather 
sex tapes ever available. 
                                                              #33

A Night at the Club
Shot at one of San Franciscoʼs infamous sex clubs, 
Jake Hunter, Nick Sloan, Jeff Hilo,  Roger, and 
Dave North are in two extended scenes of public 
bondage, ball hitting, sensual CBT, painful loads 
and group orgasms. Newcomer Heinrich, a mus-
cular hunk whose big dick just gets harder when 
the electricity is turned up, is bound and tortured 
heavily enough to elicit deep screams and gobs of 
cum. A reprise of six hard loads, this feature ends 
with a bang!

                                                            #24

Nutcrackerʼs Ball
Roger directs a long pain endurance contest be-
tween muscular Dave North and Rob Camma The 
men endure electro-genital torture, chest torture, 
and nut crushing in a variety of ways to see who 
breaks first. The agonizing climax shows Roger 
hanging chain after heavy chain on their aching 
and swollen nuts while the two built men struggle 
to remain standing. Finally, one of them breaks 
when an amazing 88 pounds is reached! Muscles, 
men, wracking pain and genuine CBT!
“Get this tape if you like heavy ball torture ap-
plied to two HOT men”- The Leather Journal 
                                                              #4

101 Gun Salute
Over one hundred loads, cuming hard and fast! 
An incredible variety of built and often hugely 
hung men are bound securely, Spread-Eagled or 
straight-jacketed, some with gags, hoods, blind-
folds---these men are tied for torture!  

“Cum blasting money-shots from beginning to 
end...”Salute is an astonishing and groin stiffen-
ing record of hot guys playing HARD ball games 
with each other.  One Helluva Trip”- Honcho

                                                                      #20
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